BRIGANDAGE LOG #01 (03/08/2010) – Bar Hopping

DM (Nioca)
And let the games begin!
Thane has, for some reason, always attracted brigands and low-lifes. Despite (or perhaps because of) being a fine city of noble people, criminals seem to draw to the city like a magnet, plaguing the streets and surrounding countryside and defying the city guard's best efforts to uproot them. Indeed, more than a handful of notorious theives have gotten their start in this humble city.
However, in the past weeks, crime has experienced a flare-up. Merchants are finding their homes robbed, and caravans are getting waylaid by highwaymen with alarming frequency. Most recently, Alaris Teraon, a wealthy elven connoisseur of jewelry, was robbed by an unknown party.
The city guard has thusfar been baffled by the recent upsurge in brigandage. Alaris, dissatisfied with the guard's performance, decided to take matters into his own hands, and hire mercenaries to track down his precious baubles.
Seeming like brave and heroic (not to mention paying) work, you heeded the call. You now wait in a small, lavishly decorated antechamber for an audience with Alaris. Two guards stand lazily at attention in the chamber, waiting to let you in.
(Go)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"So..."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Can we, ah, just go in?"
"Or. . . what?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Patience" I close my eyes.
DM (Nioca)
The guard starts to respond, but before he can, a surprisingly tall, blue-tinted lacewing opens the door to what you presume to be Alaris's office. He waves you inside.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I enter.
Xuan (Dantius)
I rise and enter.
Anthony (Nalyd)
I enter nervously.
DM (Nioca)
The office is extravagant. A shining chandelier hangs from the ceiling, plush colorful carpets adorn the floor, and fine mahogany furniture fills every nook and cranny.
What catches your attention fastest, however, is the elf seated behind an extravagant desk. He's a squat elf, with dull eyes and skin. This is in sharp contrast to his attire, which manages to look both expensive and gaudy at the same time; it's like a rainbow exploded. Most impressive is the pendant around his neck with a massive, shining sapphire embedded in it.
Alaris (NPC)
"Ah. You must be the mercenaries."
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh squints at the pendant, trying to see if he recognizes it from anywhere (History).
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Xuan (Dantius)
I examine the room. Are their any chairs?
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Ah, yes, hello, milord."
"That, ah, yes, that we are."
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh nods.
DM (Nioca)
There are several chairs.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I hover at the back of the group, trying not to attract any attention.
DM (Nioca)
He sniffs disdainfully at you.
Xuan (Dantius)
I bow my head slightly. "Xuan Lu." I then sit in a chair, keeping my eyes on him
Alaris (NPC)
"I must admit, you are not... quite what I had in mind. But I suppose you'll do. As you no doubt have heard, I was robbed last night. Someone broke into my home and made off with most of my precious jewelry."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Ah, mm, yes, terrible, milord."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And we are to recover it, I take it."
DM (Nioca)
He nods.
Alaris (NPC)
"A quick study, I see. Yes, you are to recover it."
DM (Nioca)
He calmly fiddles with his sapphire necklace.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Can you describe this jewelry to us?"
Alaris (NPC)
"Apart from shiny?"
DM (Nioca)
He thinks.
Alaris (NPC)
"Several high-priced gemstones, along with gold and silver necklaces, rings, bracelets, and ear rings. Some individual pieces are valued at over 2,000 gold a piece."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Describe the break-in. Or at least what facts you know about it."
DM (Nioca)
He looks at Xuan.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"That still gives us very little to go on."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Do you, eh, have any. . . enemies?"
Alaris (NPC)
"I was not here when it happened, thankfully. Krath here was the one who told me what had happened."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I see. And tell me, do you have any enemies? Ones who would profit from this loss of your jewels? Perhaps a disgruntled former associate?"
DM (Nioca)
He nods at the lacewing.
Anthony (Nalyd)
(Sniper EXP: +1)
Xuan (Dantius)
(I already have all my responses typed. Probably a mistake)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"This Krath--are you sure you can trust that he tells the truth?"
Alaris (NPC)
"Also, I'm fully aware that there's not much to go on. But if I knew where the jewelry was, I'd retrieve it myself."
"And human, I have many enemies. None of them would stoop so low."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well then do you, or Krath for that matter, have any suspicions?"
DM (Nioca)
He looks at Erika. The question seems to annoy him.
Xuan (Dantius)
"You would be surprised how low nobles stoop when given the proper incentive. If this theft would somehow cause your ruination, then I am sure many would 'stoop' that low."
Alaris (NPC)
"Yes. Krath has been my servant for twenty years."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I start to nervously bite my lip.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Then I, ah, doubt that the butler did it."
I laugh nervously.
Alaris (NPC)
"And again, I have no clue where the jewelry is. That's your job to-"
He stops. The blue lacewing named Krath leans over into his ear and whispers something. He seems lost in thought.
Then he gives one small nod.
The lacewing steps forward and smiles.
Xuan (Dantius)
I frown, slightly.
"What is it?"
Krath (NPC)
"We don't know who has the jewelry, but I've heard of someone that might. There's a thief that's lived in the town for many years. Goes by the name 'Seven-finger Sven'."
DM (Nioca)
You notice Alaris's lip curl with disgust at the mention of the name.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Hm. Doesn't sound like a very good thief if he's lost three."
DM (Nioca)
Krath emits a booming laugh, causing Alaris to wince.
Xuan (Dantius)
"And I will hazard a guess that you have had prior contact with him."
Krath (NPC)
"Personally? No, I haven't."
"Though I did have a friend get robbed by him once. Took him for everything he had."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Who was this friend?" I ask nervously. "Could we speak to him?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"My liege, few wealthy and powerful men know the names of thieves that they have not dealt with, in some form or other."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Or do you have an idea of where we can find Sven?"
DM (Nioca)
Alaris glares at Xuan.
Alaris (NPC)
"If you think I associate with such riff-raff, you are sadly mistaken."
Xuan (Dantius)
I smile and bow my head "Of course, my lord."
DM (Nioca)
Krath shoots Alaris a nervous glance, and shuffles his wings.
Krath (NPC)
"All I know about him is that he likes frequenting the taverns. 'Course, after fifteen years of hard thievery, I'd probably want a drink too."
DM (Nioca)
Krath chuckles, but it dies out as he catches Alaris's deadly glare.
Krath (NPC)
"Ahem, er... my apologies, I forgot myself."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well then it sounds like we should check the taverns."
Xuan (Dantius)
I withdraw paper and a stick of charcoal, and begin taking notes.
Xuan (Dantius)
"...taverns..."
DM (Nioca)
Alaris nods once again.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Anything else?"
Alaris (NPC)
"Yes. Please hurry. The price those jewels would fetch is extraordinary; I fear too much delay could mean losing them to the aether."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I see. I guess that we will be departing, if you can offer us no further counsel."
"May we question Krath?"
DM (Nioca)
Alaris smiles, closing his eyes. He was trying to hide it, but it's obvious that age is catching up to him.
Alaris (NPC)
"Yes, of course."
DM (Nioca)
He coughs.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Very well." I gesture to Krath, and the rest of the party "Shall we speak in the antechamber to give the Master some peace?"
DM (Nioca)
Krath nods.
Krath (NPC)
"Very well."
DM (Nioca)
He strides past you into the antechamber.
Xuan (Dantius)
I gesture the party out into the antechamber.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I immediately begin to resent Xuan.
But follow anyway.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I follow.
DM (Nioca)
Krath closes the doors behind you.
Krath (NPC)
"I'm not sure what else I can add... Other than that you should be careful."
Xuan (Dantius)
"What were the events when you discovered the jewels were missing?"
"Was it just a random check?"
Krath (NPC)
"Alaris himself discovered the theft. Nearly killed him right where he stood when he discovered his jewelry was gone."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"So do you have any ideas who could be responsible?"
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Was it all kept in the same place?"
Krath (NPC)
"It's amazing, really. Security around here is tight. It'd take someone with true skill to actually get to the chamber, let alone actually take the jewels and escape without detection."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Can we investigate the place where the jewels were kept?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I laugh "Doubtful"
"Let a random band of strangers into his inner sanctum?"
DM (Nioca)
Krath flits his wings uncomfortably.
Krath (NPC)
"No, I'm afraid not."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Let's visit the tavern first. If we get a lead there, then maybe we'll know what to look for."
"If there were any obvious clues, someone would have seen them already."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I agree with Iliau."
DM (Nioca)
Krath bows.
Krath (NPC)
"I wish you luck."
Xuan (Dantius)
I finish writing on my sheet. "Thank you."
DM (Nioca)
He turns and re-enters Alaris's office. You are left in the antechamber with the two guards, one of which is now busy snoring.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I head for the exit.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Let's go. I already have a an idea of what's going on."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I'm sure."
DM (Nioca)
As you leave Alaris's manor, you bump into a dwarf. He's tottering under the weight of a ornately-decorated greatsword held in his hands.
Jargens (NPC)
"Oh, didn't see ya there! Say, you the ones going out to hunt brigands?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Watch it!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes. And you are?"
Anthony (Nalyd)
"That's a nice-looking piece there, friend. It yours?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"No. We are not. We were seeing Alaris as part of a confidential business deal."
DM (Nioca)
He seems like an excitable fellow.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Who are you?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
Harosh casts a bewildered look at Xuan.
Jargens (NPC)
"The name's Jargens! I'm a weaponsmith of great renown in these parts. None here on Skarrifissk craft finer weapons than me save Liea herself."
"The sword is a gift, and a sign of confidence in Alaris. Isn't it lovely?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"The business deal being, of course, the fact that we're going to kill some brigands."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Quite."
DM (Nioca)
Jargens holds it up so you can inspect it more closely. The hilt is adorned with a sparkling diamond, and the blade appears to be made entirely of silver.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Employee privacy. We shouldn't bandy about on our task to every random person we meet on the street!"
Jargens (NPC)
"Cost me near a fortune to make, but it's a fine piece for a fine elf! Of course, it's not meant to be used in battle, but it still is an impressive piece."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Yes, certainly nice-looking. Wish I could afford to make such a thing."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I prefer polearms, myself. It is rather beautiful, though."
Jargens (NPC)
"Why thank you, kind sirs!"
Anthony (Nalyd)
"A very, ah, elven blade."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Why are you putting your confidence in Alaris?"
Jargens (NPC)
"Well, aside from just collecting jewelry, he also occasionally loans it out to nobles and rich-folk. I've had the honor of wearing one of his necklaces."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I see."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Sounds lucrative for him."
DM (Nioca)
Jargens smiles.
Jargens (NPC)
"Well, it was nice to meet you. Good luck!"
Xuan (Dantius)
I smile and wave him on his way "Goodbye!"
DM (Nioca)
He totters toward Alaris's manor, but because he's holding the sword sideways, he winds up rebounding off the doorframe.
It takes him a few attempts to actually make his way inside.
Xuan (Dantius)
When we are safely out of earshot of the manor, I speak up. "So, what do you think of this whole mess? I'm rather curious."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I think we should keep an ear to the ground and get on our way, personally."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"I'm rather new to this sort of thing. . ."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Well, I don't think that Alaris has had any contact with the thief he mentioned, but I'm not so sure about the butler."
DM (Nioca)
The city bustles on. Carts travel up and down the road, people make their way around the businesses lining the main streets, and birds flit about.
For a winter's day, it's rather warm. Snow glints off several rooftops.
Harosh (Ephesos)
(Are we at all familiar with the taverns in Thane?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I admire the birds and tune out the boring conversation.
DM (Nioca)
You know of one. You passed a tavern called the Ivory Stool on the way in.
If you're looking for other taverns, I'd need a streetwise check.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Note how he refused to show us the robbery itself. My prodding only gave him an excuse to hide behind if he was guilty. If he wasn't, then he should have been enraged by my suggestion and shown us the scene of the crime to spite me."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I think you're reading too much into it."
I start walking towards the Ivory Stool, keeping an eye out for any suspicious activity.
Xuan (Dantius)
"My personal theory is that the elf ordered the butler to remove the jewels and sell them to the thief, so he could stand up to scrutiny and have a scapegoat."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Looking for other taverns:
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Streetwise)
Xuan (Dantius)
"On the other hand, the butler did seem to have a disquietingly large influence on the elf, so there may be something more to it."
I show around my piece of paper, covered in indecipherable glyphs "Lucky I have a full transcript. I'll go over it again later, to see if I missed anything."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Taverns? I think I know of a few."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I join Iliau in looking for other taverns.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I try to remember any taverns I might have seen.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Streetwise)
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Streetwise)
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Xuan (Dantius)
"They are pretty nice, though. I doubt you'd find the type you're looking for in them."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Wow... Thane is nothing like Ssareko Point."
DM (Nioca)
You ask around about the local taverns. Iliau learns that there's a second tavern, the Crusty Dragon, located in the northwest part of town.
Xuan knocks over a small child in his enthusiasm and creates a minor scene.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I continue heading towards the Ivory Stool.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I follow, careful to always remain at the back of the group.
Xuan (Dantius)
I follow, still puzzling over the paper.
DM (Nioca)
You approach the Ivory Stool. This tavern is quite prominent on the main street of Thane. A large sign with fine lettering declares itself as a place of fine wines and meals.
There's a sign near the door that reads, "No Humans" in bright red letters.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I look to Harosh and Anthony. "Well, shall we?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Certainly."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Wait... what about Erika?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Um... I guess I'll wait out here."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Mmm, a pity, that. Let's go in."
Xuan (Dantius)
I frown. "I will personally kill someone very, very soon."
I let down my long queue to cover my ears.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"That would not go over very well, I believe."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Why don't you two find the Crusty Dragon?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...long queue?)
Anthony (Nalyd)
"I would rather we not disobey the law."
(A queue is that Asian ponytail braid thing.)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Private action: Stealth check, Entering stealthily)
Xuan (Dantius)
I hide in the back of the group
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Whatever. You get caught, you're on your own."
I go inside.
DM (Nioca)
You enter the Ivory Stool. This is definitely a high-end establishment; several of Thane's wealthier residents sit around sipping fine alcohol and swapping stories of wealth.
Or at least they did. When you enter, the entire tavern goes silent. Fine-clothed elves and lacewings stare at you, absolutely boggled that someone so far beneath them would dare enter such a fine establishment.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I whisper. "I think this might not have been a good idea."
DM (Nioca)
Erika tries to subtly sneak in, but crashes right into a haughty elf's table.
Xuan (Dantius)
I walk up to the counter and begin speaking rapidly in a foreign language
Harosh (Ephesos)
I facepalm.
Anthony (Nalyd)
I wave a little nervously, confident in my fancy clothes.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I am a foreign merchant from across the seas. I need to buy a drink for my friends."
DM (Nioca)
The glares she draws intensify significantly when the patrons realize she's human.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Nah. Provided we get out safely, this is totally worth it," I whisper back.
DM (Nioca)
The bartender, an elf with immaculately shiny skin, glares at you.
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"Well look at this. A bunch of riff-raff tracking filth into my tavern."
DM (Nioca)
You notice that he glances at Xuan and Erika as he says 'filth'.
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"I sure hope you intend to pay for the damages you just caused to my fine wine glasses."
Xuan (Dantius)
I shoot a deadly look at Erika
Anthony (Nalyd)
I distance myself from the rest of the group, and try to blend in.
DM (Nioca)
Now that the tavern's patrons have gotten over the shock of your appearance and are settling back into normal routines, you're able to get a better look at them. It's like snob central; gaudy fabrics and jewelry adorn nearly every person here.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I whisper again. "So... the Crusty Dragon, you said."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yes."
"No wonder there are bandits here. Just look at all this wealth!"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I look around helplessly at everyone in the tavern, gulp, and run as fast as I can.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Nioca)
Erika successfully bolts out the door before anyone can stop her. Though it doesn't appear there was anyone willing to actually chase her.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I am going to calmly turn, exit, and follow Erika.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I saunter out of the tavern.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"So, um. . . Anyone know anything about that jewelry thief?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I calmly sit down at the bar. "One glass of rice wine. If you have it. I understand some consider it a delicacy in these parts."
DM (Nioca)
The bartender snorts.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Excuse me?"
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"We don't serve your kind around here, human. Or are you unable to read the sign?"
DM (Nioca)
You hear a few patrons snicker.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I say we watch from a distance."
"Safe distance."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I try to sneak back in.
DM (Nioca)
The elf turns to Anthony.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
Or not.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I grab Erika and stop her.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Me too.
"There is quite plainly nothing to be gained from going in there."
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"Yes, terrible business. Alaris is a fine elf."
DM (Nioca)
Erika's attempts to sneak back in are interrupted by Iliau and Harosh pulling her back out.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"I'm, ah, looking into it for him. Is there anywhere you can point me?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Why would you want to go back in there anyway?"
Xuan (Dantius)
I calmly write down the following words on a sheet of paper "Not to alarm your customers, but if you ever address me in a condescending tone like that again, I will have to personally respond in a way that I guarantee you will not like. If you wish to avoid a scene, you will serve me" I then slip it across to the bartender, and say: "The glass of wine, if you please"
Harosh (Ephesos)
(*headdesk*)
Anthony (Nalyd)
(Dantius, must you play all of your characters this way?)
DM (Nioca)
The elf starts to answer, but receives Xuan's note.
Xuan (Dantius)
I smile.
DM (Nioca)
The elf smiles too. And pulls an alarmingly large sabre.
Anthony (Nalyd)
I cough and edge away a bit.
Xuan (Dantius)
I conjure up a crystal shield "That would be a bad idea."
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"Know this, human. I've dealt with bigger thugs than the likes of you. I suggest you leave, before things get-"
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Harosh (Ephesos)
I crane my neck to see what's going on inside.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Xuan (Dantius)
(oh, I've stood up by now)
DM (Nioca)
A shield of crystal appears attached to Xuan's forearm.
Patrons, seeing the mage conjure up a shield, start leaving in a hurry.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"He's going to get himself killed, isn't he?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I look inside.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I hope so."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"I'm, ah, not going to do anything."
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Should we do anything?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I pull Erika back again.
DM (Nioca)
The bartender snarls.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Now tell me, would it be more expedient to have served me a glass of wine, or to have all your patrons vacate the premises?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I join in at pulling Erika back.
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"So this is how it's going to be, is it? Fine by me."
Xuan (Dantius)
I twirl my fu manchu mustache.
DM (Nioca)
He looks to a serving wench.
Xuan (Dantius)
"My point is proven." I bow and exit the tavern.
Elven Bartender (NPC)
"Get the..."
DM (Nioca)
He stops short as he sees you exit.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Would the waitresses really be called that at a fancy tavern?)
DM (Nioca)
(Fair point)
Xuan (Dantius)
I turn as I exit the door "I hope you've learned a valuable lesson about good business sense today!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I facepalm again, seeing the customers stream out.
DM (Nioca)
The crystal shield disintegrates into ash.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We're going to get lynched, aren't we?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Doubtful."
DM (Nioca)
Someone in the crowd shouts.
"More than likely!"
Anthony (Nalyd)
". . ."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I maintain a distance of about fifteen feet from Xuan.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Guys! I'd suggest we start to run!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I concur, Erika."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I bolt away from the crowd.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Not yet. You stay here next to us, Erika."
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I grab her again.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(no!)
Xuan (Dantius)
"Perhaps. But not yet" I grab Erika
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(I've rolled a 2, 3, and 4 all in a row!)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Harosh (Ephesos)
I look to Iliau.
"We should still probably remove ourselves from the premises."
DM (Nioca)
Erika's run is foiled by her party members grabbing her.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yes. To the Crusty Dragon, but calmly."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Erika, don't bolt away from the rest of us."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I set off at a quick walk towards the Crusty Dragon, assuming Iliau has told us which way that is.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Why would one be in such a hurry to get away? Instinct, perhaps? Hmmm..."
I follow
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Maybe it's because you just threatened a tavern full of nobles. Just maybe."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I look nervously at Xuan.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Nonsense. I never threatened a Noble. And I had no intention of hurting the bartender. I just wanted to teach him a lesson: that tolerance is much cheaper and more expedient than racism."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Ah, screw it."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"...I do not believe you for a second."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I punch Xuan in the face.
DM (Nioca)
Roll it.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(Ha!)
Xuan (Dantius)
(ouch)
DM (Nioca)
Iliau whirls on Xuan and sucker-punches him in the face. There's a cracking sound as Xuan is knocked to the ground, and blood starts pouring from his nose. (2 damage)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I watch silently and try to stifle a smile.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Aaa!" I cast Heal on myself
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
...
Xuan (Dantius)
(DAMMIT!)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(You die.)
DM (Nioca)
...
DM (Nioca)
Xuan's healing spell misfires, and even more blood starts flowing. He's looking pale. (1 damage, 1 stamina)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Somebody help him!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"No."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"He did somewhat bring this on himself."
Xuan (Dantius)
I rise, dripping blood and very angry. "Fool!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I pull out my shovel.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Stop!"
"Stop it!"
"Someone help him!"
DM (Nioca)
The crowd around you is now fleeing in all directions.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I will give you one chance to apologize, and we can forget this ever happened. It would be easy, and we could get this whole incident behind us."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Xuan, just shut up and let's go."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I somehow feel that it is your place to apologize, not ours."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I did not throw a punch."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes, but you've already managed to undermine our quest."
Xuan (Dantius)
"And you think the bartender would have helped us otherwise?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"No, I don't think the bartender was going to help us either way."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Yes. Now shut up until we get to the Crusty Dragon."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I doubt it. Elitism is a powerful antidote to cooperation"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"He didn't help us anyway," I point out.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"There is something to be gained from knowing when there is nothing to be gained."
Xuan (Dantius)
I grimace, and cast Heal again.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Well, he was going to help me. . ."
DM (Nioca)
Xuan is healed for 3, at no cost to his stamina.
The blood flowing from his nose stops.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes, and then things went... sour. We should be going anyway."
I set out towards the Crusty Dragon, trying to look nonchalant.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I will admit that both parties were at fault." I glare at Iliau.
"Will you?"
Anthony (Nalyd)
"I wouldn't."
I also go to the next bar.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Guys, stop fighting. We all know that Xuan is the wrong one. However, you still shouldn't break his nose because of it." I glare at Ilau.
DM (Nioca)
You head for the Crusty Dragon, bickering as you go.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I mutter to Anthony. "This does not bode particularly well."
DM (Nioca)
You hear it before you see it. Nestled between several houses, this two-story building positively glows with the sounds and sights of revelry. And a few of the smells, too.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Hopefully, they'll calm down. Xuan better make himself damn useful, though."
DM (Nioca)
You see a dwarf passed out on a cart outside of the tavern.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I am a consultant, not an adventurer! My soldiering days ended years ago!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I examine the dwarf for loot.
Xuan (Dantius)
"My subtle strategic genius lies fallow passed out in a cart in front of a seedy inn!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I check the dwarf to make sure they are still alive.
DM (Nioca)
Roll for both.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 7 (First Aid)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Perception, summon Maggie.
Harosh (Ephesos)
...yay having no First Aid.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Nioca)
Harosh determines that he is alive. And has very bad breath.
A magpie appears on Iliau's shoulder. It shifts restlessly, then picks at the dwarf's prone form for a few moments.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I gag.
DM (Nioca)
It then flies back to Iliau with 3 silvers.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Well, he's alive."
"Just rather drunk."
DM (Nioca)
The magpie disappears in a poof of feathers.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I glare at Iliau. "We're here to thwart Brigands, not steal from dwarves."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I need to eat to thwart brigands."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I see little difference in the end"
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Yes, I'd hoped not to fall in with a band of thieves. . ."
DM (Nioca)
Thankfully, no one noticed your impromptu pickpocketing.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Perhaps we should go inside and see if we can learn anything?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
Are humans allowed in?
DM (Nioca)
There's nothing indicating they aren't
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I go inside.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Good. Any more racist bartenders, and I may feel the need to respond with immediate and overwhelming force."
I enter.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"You tried that already."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I enter.
DM (Nioca)
This is a far cry from the Ivory Stool. This tavern is filled to the brim with energy. Patrons of all races drink, dance, and make merry. Even better, you're greeted with a friendly cheer from the crowd.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I used no force, only the threat of it. Often the two are indistinguishable."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Are we going to pick up our last party member now?)
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 13 (Private action: Perception, locating pickpocket targets)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I wave to the crowd with my shovel and smile.
"Now this is better."
Xuan (Dantius)
I crack a slight smile "Perhaps I can get my rice wine..."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I ask the bartender how much it costs for a drink.
Xuan (Dantius)
I elbow over to the counter "Got any rice wine?"
Anthony (Nalyd)
Anthony looks longingly at the display of liquor.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 4 (Private action: Thievery, stealing coins from a lacewing (Wallo))
DM (Nioca)
The bartender, a lacewing, smiles.
Lacewing Bartender (NPC)
"No problem! It's 1 gold for ale, the finest around! Unfortunately, we don't have any rice wine..."
DM (Nioca)
A short, muscular elf approaches the party. (Casper joins the party)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I realize that I have no gold on-hand, and just go take a seat somewhere.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Who wants ale?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Anything, ah, cheaper?"
Casper (Jewels)
"Hey, anybody got any work for an honest elf here?
Xuan (Dantius)
I look at Iliau "Just shut up and enjoy your ale." I toss a gold coin to the bartender "One ale, please"
"For her"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(For who?)
Xuan (Dantius)
(What pronoun do you prefer?)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(I arbitarily chose ze/hir, so go with that.)
DM (Nioca)
The bartender takes the coin and hands Iliau a mug of ale.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Nothing for me, I'm afraid. The, ah, wife, doesn't like the stuff."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I'm paying. What do you wnat?"
Casper (Jewels)
"Who me? I'll take a pint if you're offering, but don't get too friendly. I don't swing that way."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I'm fine, thanks."
DM (Nioca)
You notice that Erika is talking with a lacewing at a nearby table.
Xuan (Dantius)
"And who, might I ask, are you?"
Anthony (Nalyd)
Anthony continues to stare in awe at the display of booze.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 17 (Private action: Running away from Wallo)
Casper (Jewels)
"Casper. Casper Willis, but my friends call me Dirk.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Anthony! Free booze! Do you want some!"
"I see. What brings you here?"
DM (Nioca)
You watch as Erika promptly bolts away from the lacewing.
The lacewing shrugs and goes back to his ale.
Xuan (Dantius)
I turn around quickly, preparing to perhaps cast
"What was that?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I drink the ale.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 16 (Private action: Thievery, stealing Wallo's coins)
Casper (Jewels)
"Looking for work, like I said. Me and the management had a little bit of a... well, disagreement."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I see."
DM (Nioca)
As you watch, Erika bolts back over to the lacewing's table, grabs a handful of gold coins, and then vamooses.
Casper (Jewels)
"You stab one audience member in the eye and they go all crazy on ya..."
Wallo (NPC)
"HEY!"
"Catch that thief!"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I sigh. "My mood was just improving too."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Well, I'm afraid I have just had a little bit of a... well, disagreement with my party members. You might want to talk to the druid, he seems to be in charge of our merry little band."
Muttered, "despite any lack of strategic thought"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I run out of the inn.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing angrily scoops the rest of his gold into a massive purse and sets off in pursuit of Erika.
Erika charges out of the inn.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Yes, because pissing off a lead is great strategy."
Xuan (Dantius)
"We might find a dagger user useful."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Oh boy."
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing follows, knocking over a nearby table.
Casper (Jewels)
I charge after this Erika.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Not my fault! I had nothing to do with this!"
Casper (Jewels)
Can I see her?
DM (Nioca)
Several bar patrons jump up in anger as their table is knocked over.
Nope, she's outside the bar.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Should I stop her?"
"Bartender, what else do you have?"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I burn a stamina and run as far away from the inn as possible.
Casper (Jewels)
Well, I charge outside after this Erika...
DM (Nioca)
One patron elbows another, a punch is thrown, and a barroom brawl is born.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Casper (Jewels)
Now can I see her?
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
(GAH.)
Xuan (Dantius)
"Meh, it will depend on the quality of the booze."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I duck out the entrance, trying my level best to avoid the brawl.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Xuan (Dantius)
"SUMMON IMP!"
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Dammit, we're not going to be allowed within a hundred feet of anyone useful at this rate."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I finish my ale quickly.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
Xuan (Dantius)
"Anyone got a calm spell on hand?"
Casper (Jewels)
I cast soothe on the brawlers as I run past.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Anthony (Nalyd)
I sigh and stay out of the way, waiting for the bartender to get back to us.
DM (Nioca)
Harosh promptly gets punched in the face as he tries to run, and is knocked to the floor. (2 damage)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan summons a cloud of impish smoke. It promptly dissipates.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I groan on the floor.
DM (Nioca)
However, Casper's spell manages to cut the brawl off at the pass, calming the near-riotous customers.
Casper (Jewels)
"Everybody just sit down and have a drink on me."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I help Harosh up.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I groan above the floor. :P
Casper (Jewels)
(Wait... how many patrons are here?)
(Hope I have enough.)
DM (Nioca)
(Roughly 20 or so.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(I thought you went chasing after Erika.)
Casper (Jewels)
I thought so too but I never made it out the door.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Harosh, get over here. I have a healing spell prepared."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I am fine, thank you."
"It will be a large bruise in the morning, but it will pass."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Fool." I cast Healing anyways.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Nioca)
Harosh is healed for 2 damage.
Xuan (Dantius)
"When given the choice between an optimal and a sub-par stat of readiness, please pick the optimal, for your sake and that of others."
Casper (Jewels)
"What's a stat?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Meh. I suppose I should suffer a headache now rather than in the morning."
"No more ale for me."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I glare at Xuan. "You should heed your own advice."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I look around for Sven.
Perception
Harosh (Ephesos)
I similarly join in the search for anyone with seven fingers. (Perception)
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
DM (Nioca)
You look around, but see no one with seven fingers.
You do find someone with two fingers, though.
Anthony has no better luck.
Spectator (Sarachim)
(Heh)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Hm."
Casper (Jewels)
I look around and see no takers for my offer of ale and sit down at the bar to order one of my own. "Barkeep! Drink please." 
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We're going to have to ask around. Who has any sort of people skills?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"I doubt that the first bar we walk into contains the object of our quest."
DM (Nioca)
The barkeep hands you an ale in exchange for a gold.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Not the object, of course, but perhaps someone who can help."
"Make yourself useful."
Xuan (Dantius)
"We should ask the barkeep if he frequents the bar"
Lacewing Bartender (NPC)
"You know, I'm allowed to hear you from three feet away."
DM (Nioca)
The bartender looks bemused.
Lacewing Bartender (NPC)
"And I also noticed you're checking fingers."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I start asking around about anyone who has come in to spend a bunch of newfound, unexplained wealth. (Streetwise, untrained)
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 2 (Private action: Thievery, cheating Wallo out of half his gold)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We were told to look for someone named Sven."
Xuan (Dantius)
(Silence, foolish NPC. Of course you can't hear us!)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(...okay, am I the only one who's starting to get really worried whenever I see Duck make a roll and we have no idea what he's doing?)
Spectator (Sarachim)
(Haha)
Xuan (Dantius)
(Nope. I just figure that it will either sort itself out, or we will have to face the loss of the only remaining descendant of John)
(Which would be an unparalleled travesty)
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing that chased Erika returns to the tavern.
Spectator (Sarachim)
(The only known descendant of John. Though I concede that it's hard to imagine that two different women slept with him.)
DM (Nioca)
You also learn that same lacewing comes in hear with lots of wealth regularly, despite his impoverished appearance.
DM (Nioca)
The bartender leans forward.
Lacewing Bartender (NPC)
"I figured as much, my... um..."
DM (Nioca)
He seems confused by Iliau's gender.
Lacewing Bartender (NPC)
"...anyway, yes, Sven does come here occasionally."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I would hate to think that her joining our group was only a sham so she could get closer the the mark..."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Well, if he's not here at the moment, then we need a new plan. Do we want to talk to the lacewing or go outside to look for Erika?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"I say we chat up the lacewing."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I can go look for Erika."
Xuan (Dantius)
"If nothing else, we'll get information on our rather shady party members."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"I'm more worried about the bloodthirsty ones."
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 6 (Private action: Stealth, sneaking back inside)
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Alright, is anyone coming with me?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"I only use violence when necessary."
DM (Nioca)
You see Erika sneak back inside.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I am unimpeachably moral. I would never kill a defenseless bartender."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Oh, or nevermind."
Xuan (Dantius)
"The fool! Returning to the scene of the crime?"
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing speaks up.
Wallo (NPC)
"Drop it, Xuan."
Casper (Jewels)
I finish off my ale and ask. "What are you guys looking for this guy anyway?
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
Seeing that I've been noticed, I return to the party.
Xuan (Dantius)
"What? Who are you?"
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing stares at Xuan curiously, muttering something under his breath.
Xuan (Dantius)
I count the number of fingers on his hands.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I grip my shovel and look longingly at the back of Xuan's head.
DM (Nioca)
You count ten fingers.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"We're investigating the theft of the elven merchant Alaris' jewels."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Yes, what Anthony said."
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing smiles.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Well, jewelry."
Wallo (NPC)
"Ah, poor Alaris. I knew it was coming. Come, sit."
Casper (Jewels)
"You sure it wasn't that sticky fingered lass over there?" Points at Erika.
Xuan (Dantius)
I shoot a glance at Anthony "Privacy? Is it now defunct? What about discretion?"
I walk over and sit.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"She's, ah, with us, actually."
"We're asking around. I fail to see the point of privacy."
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing chuckles.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"You're paranoid, Xuan."
Wallo (NPC)
"Puzzles within puzzles..."
Xuan (Dantius)
"No. I am careful."
Casper (Jewels)
I shake my head and mutter, "Figures." I also promptly tighten my grip on my sack of gold.
Wallo (NPC)
"But I digress. It's good someone's finally taking a stand to all the thieves and thugs around here."
Xuan (Dantius)
I look at the lacewing, and then try to remember if I had any associations with him in the past.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"So if you'll pardon my asking, who are you?"
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing chuckles again. It's a very unnerving sound, like rocks sliding over each other.
Wallo (NPC)
"Me? I'm a traveling healer. The name is Wallo."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"He's lying," I whisper.
Wallo (NPC)
"I tend to end up at the right place and time. Strong healing instincts."
Xuan (Dantius)
"How do you know my name? I don't recall any previous dealing with you." 
Anthony (Nalyd)
(Watto!)
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing doesn't notice Erika whispering.
Wallo (NPC)
"I have my methods, Xuan."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"He stole my coin purse'
Casper (Jewels)
"A fellow traveler? Heh, could have used you about a month back."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Well, technically, I stole his and he stole it back."
"But he's lying about something."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"..."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I see. Would you like to engage my services? I am regrettably, occupied. But I could put you at the front of my waiting list."
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing smiles, and his wings flutter.
Casper (Jewels)
I cast read mind on the lacewing.
Wallo (NPC)
"I'm afraid not. I can handle myself quite well."
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Wallo (NPC)
"However, I have some information that might be useful to you."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Tell us, please."
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing smiles widely.
Casper (Jewels)
"Well, I don't know if he's lying to you or not about being a healer, but he seems to have his eye on your coin purse." I motion towards Xuan.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I frankly fail to see how the circumstances would arise that a healer would even need to be able to handle the services I provide"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"He has been watching us. I don't know why."
Xuan (Dantius)
I whisper to Jewels "It is concealed deep in an inside pocket. He cannot reach it."
DM (Nioca)
The smile dissipates when he hears Casper.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"He's not what he says he is."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Well, not without taking off half my robe in the process"
"And I doubt that that would be very pragmatic for a stealthy thief."
Wallo (NPC)
"Manners, manners... You people have atrocious manners."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"This is all getting rather confusing to me. Wallo, could you just tell us what you were going to tell us?"
"Please?"
Wallo (NPC)
"At any rate, the information won't come for free. Or for cheap, considering how you're acting."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"May we please stop blatantly insulting our first possible lead?"
Casper (Jewels)
"Sorry if I seem rude. I am an elf after all. That's the way my momma raised me."
DM (Nioca)
He chuckles unsettlingly.
Wallo (NPC)
"That's no excuse."
Xuan (Dantius)
I smile "Human paranoia. Such a wonderful excuse."
Casper (Jewels)
"it was good enough for my momma." I wink.
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Before these fine companions raise the price more, what is it's nature and what is it's price?"
Wallo (NPC)
"I know the location of a little hideout of brigands in town. And it happens to be where Sven frequents."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"And what would you ask in return?"
DM (Nioca)
He stares at Xuan, seemingly appraising him.
Xuan (Dantius)
I return a level stare
DM (Nioca)
"21 gold."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Gold or jewels?"
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing shrugs.
Wallo (NPC)
"Either or. So long as I get my money's worth."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"More than I've got."
Xuan (Dantius)
I reach into my robe and remove a tiny ruby "I received five of these for my last job. The five were appraised at 100 coins total. This should suffice."
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing takes the ruby and starts muttering under his breath again.
Wallo (NPC)
"Seems genuine."
Xuan (Dantius)
"The location, if you please."
DM (Nioca)
He pockets the gem.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Private action: Perception, finding pickpocket targets)
Xuan (Dantius)
"Good. If it were not, I would have to kill a wealthy fish merchant. The stench would be unbearable."
Wallo (NPC)
"Very well. It's a distillery known as the Fox Paw. Yes, another tavern."
Xuan (Dantius)
(uh oh, Duck's rolling again.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(shudder)
DM (Nioca)
He looks bemused.
Casper (Jewels)
I whistle as the sparkly gem passes hands. 
Xuan (Dantius)
I safely secure the other four rubies in my safe inside pocket.
"So, where is this Fox Paw?"
Wallo (NPC)
"It's located near the southeast corner of town. Plenty of thugs visit there regularly. Sven visits because they produce stuff that ain't alcohol, if you catch my drift."
"It's a large building with a yellow rag tied out in front of the doors. Used to be an old warehouse."
"But there's two things you should know."
Casper (Jewels)
"Sounds a little rough."
Xuan (Dantius)
"What two things?"
Wallo (NPC)
"First. It's located in the southeast quadrant. Not even the guards go there anymore without heavy reinforcements. It's just too dangerous."
Casper (Jewels)
"Sounds very rough..."
Wallo (NPC)
"Second. The way I hear it, Sven's been real paranoid recently. Thinks someone is trying to bump him off. So you might want to approach him carefully."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I heft the shovel.
DM (Nioca)
The lacewing leans back in his seat.
Wallo (NPC)
"Pleasure doing business with you."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I look around at the group. "Is that everything we need to do here? Shall we move on?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Likewise, Wallo."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"Unless you want to finish your drinks."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Let's go."
Casper (Jewels)
"Sure you don't need more muscle with you? Sounds like your little trip could get a little dangerous."
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 10 (Private action: Thievery, pickpocket napping elf)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I yank Erika from wherever she is towards the door with me.
DM (Nioca)
You exit into the street. The sky is a brilliant fiery orange as the sun slowly crosses the horizon and night creeps into the city.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I mutter to myself. "Should've brought a light."
Anthony (Nalyd)
"You're welcome to come along if you like, Casper."
Xuan (Dantius)
I have a light"
"A light amulet, in fact."
"One of my nicer payments."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I go outside and head towards the southeastern quarter of town.
Casper (Jewels)
"If we find the guy, do I get a cut of the pay? An elf's gotta eat, you know."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I would imagine so." I mutter. "I had better be able to bill expenses for this. I hate bankrolling my own exploits"
Harosh (Ephesos)
I follow Iliau, dragging Erika with me.
Casper (Jewels)
I follow the party and try to find the quickest route to the Fox Paw (streetwise)
Xuan (Dantius)
Likewise
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 8 (Streetwise)
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15 (Streetwise)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I try to break away from Harosh.
DICE
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 8
Xuan (Dantius)
"Let her go. If she promises to behave, that it."
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
Xuan (Dantius)
"And gives collateral"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Stop breaking away."
"You're going to get yourself killed."
DM (Nioca)
You are unable to pinpoint a faster route.
You arrive at the northeastern corner of the southeastern quadrant, as Wallo called it. Abandoned and ramshackle buildings seems to be the norm here.
A maze of alleyways extends before you. One alley leads south, the other leads west.
DM (Nioca)
(It works like a maze, basically.)
(Go.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
(A maze of twisty alleyways, all alike? :P)
Xuan (Dantius)
I curse. "I should know this part of town better"
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Somebody get out pen and paper and chart where we're going."
Xuan (Dantius)
"I have pen and paper"
"I say we go south"
Casper (Jewels)
"I'm pretty good at making mental maps but I'll let Xuan lead us anyway."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Irrelevant. I have photographic memory at any rate."
I head south
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I follow.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Muttered, "Yeah, right."
I follow.
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I follow.
DM (Nioca)
Perception check, all of you.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Erika rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Casper (Jewels)
"I can't see anything. It's too dark."
DM (Nioca)
The darkening night is making it hard to see. Xuan spots a stray cat watching you from the shadows, but nothing else.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We need a light."
DM (Nioca)
You arrive at a larger junction. Two more alleyways dart south and east. There's also a westward alley that leads back to the street.
Xuan (Dantius)
I remove my talisman
"Light."
DM (Nioca)
The talisman starts glowing brightly.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I whisper. "East."
Xuan (Dantius)
I hand it to Harosh. "If you lose, this, I will require adequate compensation. It's about 350 gold to buy one, so be forewarned."
Xuan (Dantius)
"East"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I go east.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I take the talisman, not bothering to dignify Xuan's comment with a response.
DM (Nioca)
Despite whispering, Harosh's words seem to echo slightly. It's eerily quiet.
You start east.
Another perception.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Nioca)
Erika, hesitant, bolts down the west alley and flees back to the main part of town. (Erika leaves the party)
Xuan (Dantius)
"Thieves. Always get out when the going gets tough."
I examine the terrain.
DM (Nioca)
Iliau spots movement in the shadows. Two figures appear out of the shadows.
Elven Thug (Enemy)
"Look what we have here... fresh meat."
Casper (Jewels)
I grab two daggers out of my pack. But cast Hypnosis on the approaching fighters.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Anthony (Nalyd)
I growl and ready my hammer.
DM (Nioca)
They come into the light of the talisman. One's a stocky, thuggish elf, and the other's a goblin. Both are dressed in dirty clothing and are bearing unsettling smiles.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I will not dignify a response. Surrender or face destruction."
"SUMMON IMP!"
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Casper (Jewels)
"You don't want to bother us tonight. We're not worth it."
Anthony (Nalyd)
I cast Decay.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Nioca)
Xuan mutters an incantation, and an imp appears at his side, cackling.
DM (Nioca)
(Alright, here's how creature summoning will work. There's no hard limit to the number of creatures you can summon. However, after the first summon, each subsequent creature will require you to spend a stamina to maintain control. These creatures can only be controlled by the summoner; if the summoner is incapacitated, any summons will go rogue.
When a creature is successfully summoned in combat, it will automatically start fighting all nearby enemies on its own initiative. You can give a creature specific orders, but this will count as your action for that turn. Summons lose HP over time, and once a summon runs out of HP, you have to choose to either let it go or spend a stamina to bolster it.)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I cast Le Couran's Ripple on the ground under the goblin.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I guess I'll attack the elf with my staff.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Better to be fresh than to smell like you do."
DM (Nioca)
The elven thug staggers under Casper's spell. He seems hesitant to attack.
Anthony's spell strikes the goblin thug's shoddy leather armor, causing it to disintegrate completely.
Then the goblin is sent stumbling by a ripple in the ground. He falls flat on his face.
Iliau then whacks the elven thug in the face with hir staff, knocking him flat.
The imp yelps, winds up a fireball and chucks it behind the group.
You hear swearing, followed by the sound of someone crashing into something. Glancing behind you, you see two more thugs who's attempt to slip up on you was just crashed.
The elven thug is too hesitant and stunned to move. As is the goblin thug.
The two thugs behind you, however, have no such limitations, and attack.
One thug goes after the imp. It delivers a solid stab with a dagger, causing the imp to shudder. (2 damage)
The other goes after the imp's creator. Xuan manages to duck sideways, taking only a minor wound from the knife. (1 damage)
Anthony (Nalyd)
I smack the one attacking Xuan with my hammer.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I attempt to knock the stunned elf unconscious.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
Xuan (Dantius)
I use my Shield Ring
DM (Nioca)
Anthony starts to swing, but the thug uses Xuan as a human shield. Anthony is unable to get a clear shot.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Casper (Jewels)
I throw the knife in my hand at the thug near the imp.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Nioca)
Iliau smashes her staff into the elf's face. He groans in pain.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I cast Le Couran's Ripple again, trying to cover the ground under both thugs (spend a stamina).
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 16
DM (Nioca)
A shimmering silver ring of light surround Xuan as he rubs his ring.
DM (Nioca)
Casper hurls a knife at the thug attacking the imp. It revolves once and buries itself in the thug's chest.
The thugs attacking the party are then knocked flat by a massive ripple in the earth.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"I advise you to stay down."
DM (Nioca)
The imp cackles with glee and spreads his hands. A foul yellow gas floods out to cover the two thugs behind the party, and they start choking miserably.
The stunned and smashed elf groans in pain.
The goblin thug, however, is more than a little displeased at your reaction. He gets up, howls, charges Iliau, and drop kicks hir into a nearby wall. (3 damage)
The other two thugs are more concerned with rolling on the ground and gagging.
Casper (Jewels)
I throw my other knife at the goblin.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 6
Xuan (Dantius)
I fire an Acid Orb at the one attacking Iliau
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I get up and attack the goblin. Spend a stamina point.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DM (Nioca)
The orb, the knife, and Iliau's swing all go wide.
Anthony (Nalyd)
I crush the goblin's knee with my hammer.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
Watching the others crowd out the goblin, I fire Tanglebarb Vines at one of the rolling/gagging thugs.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Nioca)
Anthony swings true. The hammer smashes into the goblin's knee, sending him spinning.
Harosh tosses seeds at one of the rolling thugs. They sprout into massive, dark, thorny vines, which ensnare and lacerate the thug that had attacked Xuan.
The imp fires a fireball at a thug, but it only manages to leave a crater in a nearby wall.
Anthony gets surprised with a knife in his back. It appears the hypnotized thug is getting over his stunning. (2 damage)
The goblin thug staggers up and throws a wild punch at Iliau. He promptly falls over from the effort.
The thug that had been knocked prone earlier gets up and swings a knife at the imp. It connects, and the imp falls to the ground. (2 damage)
The imp calls out weakly.
Imp (Summon)
"Xuan? I could use more energy here..."
DM (Nioca)
The thug entangled in the vines lets out a mighty roar, tearing free of the barbed vines.
Xuan (Dantius)
(One stamina heals it to full, yes?)
DM (Nioca)
(Yes)
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Well, then, I smash the goblin. Somewhere besides the face.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 20
Harosh (Ephesos)
...
Xuan (Dantius)
I spend a stamina to bolster the imp, and then fire a orb of acid at the goblin
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Anthony (Nalyd)
I roar in pain and spin around, smashing my assailant in the arm.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
Casper (Jewels)
I take out another dagger and throw it at the thug that got free of the vines.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Nioca)
Xuan, dividing his focus, goes wide with his acid orb. However, Iliau promptly smashes the goblin with her staff, sending it flying. Anthony hits the thug as it flies, sending it straight into the acid. Alas, poor pinball goblin is no more.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Since nobody else has done anything about the elf who was hypnotized, I'll try to Ripple it back to the ground.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 15
DM (Nioca)
Casper makes a powerful throw, striking the barbed thug in the leg with a throwing knife.
The elf stumbles and promptly falls when the ground suddenly isn't as solid as it used to be.
Casper (Jewels)
(doesn't powerful mean through the eye or something? :P )
DM (Nioca)
(Hey, that's discrimination against legs everywhere! :-P )
Spectator (Sarachim)
(Those poor legs. Nobody wants to throw knives into them.)
DM (Nioca)
Xuan's imp decides on a nice barbeque, and roasts the thug attacking it with a plume of flame.
The elf returns to rolling on the ground. Seems he was just made for rolling.
The gently-toasted thug is none to pleased with being toasted, and in a toast to the imp, stabs it in the wing. (2 damage)
Spectator (Sarachim)
(Ow, wordplay.)
DM (Nioca)
Having been stabbed for the last time, the barbed thug charges at Casper. He promptly trips and lands right at Casper's feet.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I walk over to the elf, and place the blade of my shovel at its throat, and speak to it directly.
"Stop, and we'll let you live."
DM (Nioca)
(Roll intimidate)
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
DM (Nioca)
The elf whimpers as Harosh threatens it.
Xuan (Dantius)
I push Harosh aside "Put it this way. Your alternatives are a orb of acid to the face. Better get talking."
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 13
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I attack the thug that's been attacking the imp.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 5
DM (Nioca)
The elf whimpers, curls into the fetal position, and covers his face.
Casper (Jewels)
I cast sooth on our attackers to attempt to get them to stop fighting.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Nioca)
Iliau swings at the toasted thug, but the thug blocks it with his dagger.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I look to Xuan. "Deal with the others, leave this one to me."
Xuan (Dantius)
"You sure?"
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"For pity's sake, yes."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I gesture to the shovel.
"Yes."
DM (Nioca)
Casper emits a soothing aura. The elf thug, prone to suggestion from his previous spell, promptly falls asleep. The other two are unphased.
Anthony (Nalyd)
Decay on the toughest one left.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Nioca)
Anthony tries to cast the spell on the toughest thug left, but is perplexed as to which thug is actually tougher.
The imp cackles again and projects another blast of flame. The thug was ready this time, though, and ducks out of the way.
The sleeping elf snores peacefully.
The toasted thug growls and makes a swing with his dagger. The knife drags across the imp's eyebrows. (1 damage)
In a surprising feat of acrobatic prowess, the thug at Casper's feet suddenly vaults to his feet and rams his knife into Casper's chest. Then, for that extra insult to injury, the thug stabs Casper in the chest a second time. (4 damage)
The imp is looking rather bedraggled.
Casper (Jewels)
"Ow..."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I call over to Casper.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
Intimidate on toasted thug.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Need help?"
Anthony (Nalyd)
Decay on the least dead one.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 9
Casper (Jewels)
"Wouldn't mind it."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"We only need one informant, and we already have one. Run away now, or die."
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 11
DM (Nioca)
The thug seems to ponder this.
Xuan (Dantius)
I spend a two Stamina points on a heal spell at Casper
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
DM (Nioca)
Anthony tries to cast it on the least dead thug, but is once again stymied by the fact that both remaining thugs are equally dead.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I swing at the toasted thug.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 4
DM (Nioca)
Casper glows like a small sun for a moment. When the glow dissipates, his wounds are gone. (+4 health)
Casper (Jewels)
"Now you've done it. Now I'm mad." I take out two knives and stab at my attackers face.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Seeing that the others have the situation in hand, I sprinkle some seeds on the sleeping thug, and cast a less lethal version of Tanglebarb Vines.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
DM (Nioca)
(Also, Xuan only burned 1 stamina)
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 7
DM (Nioca)
Iliau swings at the thug. He ducks, laughing.
"You ain't scary! You can't hit nothin'!"
Casper returns the favor by stabbing the thug that attacked him twice. He groans and stumbles backward.
Harosh takes his time weaving slightly-barbed vines over the sleeping elf.
The imp growls angrily. Forgetting it's spellcasting abilities, it tries to claw the thug, who once again dances out of reach.
The thug attacking the imp flashes a cocky smile and tries to drive his dagger into the imp. However, the imp flits upward, causing the thug to hit empty air.
In a last hurrah, the thug attacking Casper makes another stab and lands a hit to his arm. (1 damage)
Anthony (Nalyd)
Whack him.
DICE
Anthony rolled 1 20-sided die: 10
Anthony (Nalyd)
Any him.
Harosh (Ephesos)
With the elf tied up, I cast Ripple on the thug attacking Casper.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 19
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
I attack the toasted thug again, spend 1 stamina.
DICE
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
DM (Nioca)
The thug attacking the imp is unaware of Anthony. Unaware, that is, until Anthony brings his hammer crashing down on the thug's skull. There's a resounding crack, and the thug falls prone.
Xuan (Dantius)
I shoot a storm of icicles at the living thug.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 14
DM (Nioca)
Iliau smacks the thug's corpse for good measure.
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
(Well, now I just look petty.)
DM (Nioca)
Several icicle shatter on the ground. One crashes into the thug's shoulder, who shudders and collapses.
End combat.
Xuan (Dantius)
I walk over to the prone thug.
Harosh (Ephesos)
Aw. Didn't get to ripple again.
Xuan (Dantius)
(the bound one)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I accompany Xuan.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Don't do anything rash."
DM (Nioca)
The imp, seeing its work done, snickers.
Imp (Summon)
"Hope never to see you again!"
DM (Nioca)
With a poof of greasy smoke, it's gone.
Casper (Jewels)
If not I retrieve my three thrown daggers and search the thugs bodies for phat loot.
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 12
Harosh (Ephesos)
"If there's any gold, you're sharing."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I check the bound thug for any identification. Or coins.
DM (Nioca)
There's not much. They weren't doing this for kicks. Still, you recover 18 coppers total.
DICE
Harosh rolled 1 20-sided die: 3
Casper (Jewels)
"Relax, I don't want the gold. I want the knives."
Xuan (Dantius)
I kick the thug. "Right. Don't make me get vicious." I produce an athame and hold it threateningly "Talk. Fast. The flip side of the coin is that I heal you and let you go. Now hurry up and choose."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Xuan, the elf is asleep."
"Knock it off."
Casper (Jewels)
I continue to search for their weapons.
DM (Nioca)
The elf snores in response. It appears that it's still held by the spell Casper cast.
Xuan (Dantius)
"I kicked him. Whast does it take to wake him up?"
"Should I kick harder?"
Harosh (Ephesos)
"NO."
Casper (Jewels)
I shout "Wake up!" at him.
Xuan (Dantius)
I examine his wounds to figure out how badly he's wounded.
DM (Nioca)
The elf mutters something about a pony in its sleep.
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 1
Harosh (Ephesos)
I'm gonna take 10 on Orlis's Lesser Tremor nearby the thug to improvise an alarm clock.
DM (Nioca)
Xuan accidentally pricks himself on a vine's barb. (1 damage)
Harosh (Ephesos)
I chuckle.
"They won't be going anywhere, don't worry."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Shut up. Who needs healing?"
DM (Nioca)
You see a figure approaching you from the west.
Xuan (Dantius)
I turn and prepare to fight
DM (Nioca)
The ground trembles, and the elf blearily comes to.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I get out the shovel again.
DM (Nioca)
The figure comes into the light of Xuan's talisman. It's Erika.
Casper (Jewels)
I still search for the thugs weapons knowing that they stabbed me with at least one dagger in the foray.
Xuan (Dantius)
I repeat my threatening demand to the elf. Roll for bluff?
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 2
DM (Nioca)
The weapons Casper finds are pretty sad. You're almost worried you might catch Tetanus from some of them.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I sigh, wave Xuan away again, and put the blade of the shovel to the elf's throat.
"Good morning."
Casper (Jewels)
"Here let me try."
Casper (Jewels)
I cast hypnosis on the elf again. "You'll tell us everything we want to know."
DICE
Casper rolled 1 20-sided die: 17
DM (Nioca)
The elf blinks.
Elven Thug (NPC)
"Okay..."
"Don't hurt me..."
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
"Oh, good, the fighting is over."
Casper (Jewels)
"Go ahead and interigate away, guys."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"We won't. Why did you attack us?"
Elven Thug (NPC)
"W-we saw the amulet, t-thought that y-you guys were rich t-tourists or something."
"I-I hardly have e-enough money to feed myself! I had to get it somehow!"
DM (Nioca)
The elf gulps, trembling.
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Good enough for me."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Were you paid by anyone? Don't lie, now..."
Harosh (Ephesos)
I look to the group.
Elven Thug (NPC)
"N-no..."
Harosh (Ephesos)
"Any objections, or shall I cut the vines?"
Xuan (Dantius)
"Are you freelance, or do you work for someone?"
DM (Nioca)
The elf starts stammering.
Xuan (Dantius)
I sigh. "Slow down."
Iliau (Dikiyoba)
"Ask him how to get to the tavern."
Elven Thug (NPC)
"I w-was just t-t-trying to get money! I-I'm not a hired sword!"
Casper (Jewels)
"Why not just have him lead us there? I think he'll cooperate."
Xuan (Dantius)
"Final question. Will you ever attack us again, seeing what we did to your comrades?"
Casper (Jewels)
"Here, your buddies don't need this anymore." I hand the 18 coppers I found to the elf.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I sigh.
Elven Thug (NPC)
"N-no..."
DM (Nioca)
The elf looks wide-eyed at the offering of money.
Harosh (Ephesos)
I lean down and cut the vines.
Elven Thug (NPC)
"Really?"
Casper (Jewels)
"Yeah, sure. We're not heartless bastards.
DM (Nioca)
He snatches up the coppers.
Xuan (Dantius)
"Heal!"
Casper (Jewels)
"Well... I'm not anyway. I can't vouch for the rest of these guys yet."
Xuan (Dantius)
(trying to keep the damage repaired minor, though.)
DICE
Xuan rolled 1 20-sided die: 18
Harosh (Ephesos)
(hah, you failed at that)
Erika (Duck In A Top Hat)
I toss the prisoner a gold piece.
DM (Nioca)
The thug's wounds are healed.
Erika tries to toss the thug a gold piece, but realizes she has none herself.
Casper (Jewels)
"Can you lead us to the Fox Paw tonight? We'd rather not roam these alleyways for much longer."
Elven Thug (NPC)
"The Fox Paw?"
"Y-yes, I can lead you there."
DM (Nioca)
The elf nods eagerly.
Casper (Jewels)
"Good, good. Just take us far enough so we can see it then."
DM (Nioca)
The thug nods, then starts leading the way.
DM (Nioca)
The thug leads you south down an alley, then east. You eventually come to an old warehouse, just like Wallo described.
You notice a pair of brutish elves entering the building. And when you look around, the thug that lead you here has disappeared.
DM (Nioca)
End Session.


